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Abstract
Web user forums are valuable means for
users to resolve specific information needs,
both interactively for participants and statically for users who search/browse over historical thread data. However, the complex structure of forum threads can make it difficult for
users to extract relevant information. Thread
linking structure has the potential to help tasks
such as information retrieval (IR) and threading visualisation of forums, thereby improving information access. Unfortunately, thread
linking structure is not always available in forums.
This paper proposes an unsupervised approach to predict forum thread linking structure using lexical chaining, a technique which
identifies lists of related word tokens within a
given discourse. Three lexical chaining algorithms, including one that only uses statistical
associations between words, are experimented
with. Preliminary experiments lead to results
which surpass an informed baseline.

1

Introduction

Web user forums (or simply “forums”) are online
platforms for people to discuss and obtain information via a text-based threaded discourse, generally in
a pre-determined domain (e.g. IT support or DSLR
cameras). With the advent of Web 2.0, there has
been rapid growth of web authorship in this area,
and forums are now widely used in various areas
such as customer support, community development,
interactive reporting and online education. In addition to providing the means to interactively par-

ticipate in discussions or obtain/provide answers to
questions, the vast volumes of data contained in forums make them a valuable resource for “support
sharing”, i.e. looking over records of past user interactions to potentially find an immediately applicable solution to a current problem. On the one hand,
more and more answers to questions over a wide
range of domains are becoming available on forums;
on the other hand, it is becoming harder and harder
to extract and access relevant information due to the
sheer scale and diversity of the data.
Previous research shows that the thread linking
structure can be used to improve information retrieval (IR) in forums, at both the post level (Xi et
al., 2004; Seo et al., 2009) and thread level (Seo et
al., 2009; Elsas and Carbonell, 2009). These interpost links also have the potential to enhance threading visualisation, thereby improving information access over complex threads. Unfortunately, linking
information is not supported in many forums. While
researchers have started to investigate the task of
thread linking structure recovery (Kim et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2011b), most research efforts focus on
supervised methods.
To illustrate the task of thread linking recovery,
we use an example thread, made up of 5 posts from
4 distinct participants, from the CNET forum dataset
of Kim et al. (2010), as shown in Figure 1. The linking structure of the thread is modelled as a rooted directed acyclic graph (DAG). In this example, UserA
initiates the thread with a question in the first post,
by asking how to create an interactive input box on
a webpage. This post is linked to a virtual root with
link label 0. In response, UserB and UserC pro-
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This paper explores unsupervised approaches for
forum thread linking structure recovery, by using
lexical chaining to analyse the inter-post lexical cohesion. We investigate three lexical chaining algorithms, including one that only uses statistical associations between words. The contributions of this
research are:

0

User A
Post 1

HTML Input Code
...Please can someone tell me how to create an input

box that asks the user to enter their ID, and then allows
them to press go. It will then redirect to the page ...

1

User B
Post 2

Re: html input code
Part 1: create a form with a text field. See ... Part
2: give it a Javascript action

2

User C

asp.net c\# video
I’ve prepared for you video.link click ...

User A

Thank You!
Thanks a lot for that ... I have Microsoft Visual
Studio 6, what program should I do this in? Lastly,
how do I actually include this in my site? ...

Post 3

3

4

• Proposal of an unsupervised approach using
lexical chaining to recover the inter-post links
in web user forum threads.

1
Post 4

User D
Post 5

• Proposal of a lexical chaining approach that
only uses statistical associations between
words, which can be calculated from the raw
text of the targeted domain.

A little more help
... You would simply do it this way: ... You could
also just ... An example of this is ...

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we review related research on forum thread linking structure classification and lexical chaining. Then, the three lexical chaining algorithms used in this paper are described in detail.
Next, the dataset and the experimental methodology
are explained, followed by the experiments and analysis. Finally, the paper concludes with a brief summary and possible future work.

Figure 1: A snippeted CNET thread annotated with linking structure

vide independent answers. Therefore their posts are
linked to the first post, with link labels 1 and 2 respectively. UserA responds to UserC (link = 1) to
confirm the details of the solution, and at the same
time, adds extra information to his/her original question (link = 3); i.e., this one post has two distinct
links associated with it. Finally, UserD proposes a
different solution again to the original question (link
= 4).
Lexical chaining is a technique for identifying
lists of related words (lexical chains) within a given
discourse. The extracted lexical chains represent the
discourse’s lexical cohesion, or “cohesion indicated
by relations between words in the two units, such as
use of an identical word, a synonym, or a hypernym”
(Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, pp. 685).
Lexical chaining has been investigated in many
research tasks such as text segmentation (Stokes et
al., 2004), word sense disambiguation (Galley and
McKeown, 2003), and text summarisation (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997). The lexical chaining algorithms used usually rely on domain-independent
thesauri such as Roget’s Thesaurus, the Macquarie
Thesaurus (Bernard, 1986) and WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998), with some algorithms also utilising statistical associations between words (Stokes et al., 2004;
Marathe and Hirst, 2010).

2

Related Work

The linking structure of web user forum threads can
be used in tasks such as IR (Xi et al., 2004; Seo et
al., 2009; Elsas and Carbonell, 2009) and threading visualisation. However, many user forums don’t
support the user input of linking information. Automatically recovering the linking structure of forum threads is therefore an interesting task, and has
started to attract research efforts in recent years.
All the methods investigated so far are supervised,
such as ranking SVMs (Seo et al., 2009), SVMHMMs (Kim et al., 2010), Maximum Entropy (Kim
et al., 2010) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
(Kim et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011b; Wang et
al., 2011a; Aumayr et al., 2011), with CRF models
frequently being reported to deliver superior performance. While there is research that attempts to conduct cross-forum classification (Wang et al., 2011a)
— where classifiers are trained over linking labels
from one forum and tested over threads from other
forums — the results have not been promising. This
research explores unsupervised methods for thread
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cept or category) inventory from the Macquarie Thesaurus (Bernard, 1986) to build a word-category cooccurrence matrix (WCCM), based on the British
National Corpus (BNC). Lin (1998a)’s measure of
distributional similarity based on point-wise mutual
information (PMI) is then used to measure the association between words.
This research will explore two thesaurus-based
lexical chaining algorithms, as well as a novel lexical chaining approach which relies solely on statistical word associations.

linking structure recovery, by exploiting lexical cohesion between posts via lexical chaining.
The first computational model for lexical chain
extraction was proposed by Morris and Hirst (1991),
based on the use of the hierarchical structure of Roget’s International Thesaurus, 4th Edition (1977).
Because of the lack of a machine-readable copy
of the thesaurus at the time, the lexical chains
were built by hand. Research in lexical chaining has then been investigated by researchers from
different research fields such as information retrieval, and natural language processing. It has
been demonstrated that the textual knowledge provided by lexical chains can benefit many tasks, including text segmentation (Kozima, 1993; Stokes et
al., 2004), word sense disambiguation (Galley and
McKeown, 2003), text summarisation (Barzilay and
Elhadad, 1997), topic detection and tracking (Stokes
and Carthy, 2001), information retrieval (Stairmand,
1997), malapropism detection (Hirst and St-Onge,
1998), and question answering (Moldovan and Novischi, 2002).
Many types of lexical chaining algorithms rely
on examining lexicographical relationships (i.e. semantic measures) between words using domainindependent thesauri such as the Longmans Dictionary of Contemporay English (Kozima, 1993), Roget’s Thesaurus (Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2003),
Macquarie Thesaurus (Marathe and Hirst, 2010) or
WordNet (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997; Hirst and StOnge, 1998; Moldovan and Novischi, 2002; Galley
and McKeown, 2003). These lexical chaining algorithms are limited by the linguistic resources they
depend upon, and often only apply to nouns.
Some lexical chaining algorithms also make use
of statistical associations (i.e. distributional measures) between words which can be automatically
generated from domain-specific corpora. For example, Stokes et al. (2004)’s lexical chainer extracts
significant noun bigrams based on the G2 statistic
(Pedersen, 1996), and uses these statistical word
associations to find related words in the preceding context, building on the work of Hirst and StOnge (1998). Marathe and Hirst (2010) use distributional measures of conceptual distance, based on
the methodology of Mohammad and Hirst (2006)
to compute the relation between two words. This
framework uses a very coarse-grained sense (con-

3

Lexical Chaining Algorithms

Three lexical chaining algorithms are experimented
with in this research, as detailed in the following sections.
3.1 ChainerRoget
ChainerRoget is a Roget’s Thesaurus based lexical
chaining algorithm (Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2003)
based on an off-the-shelf package, namely the Electronic Lexical Knowledge Base (ELKB) (Jarmasz
and Szpakowicz, 2001).
The underlying methodology of ChainerRoget is
shown in Algorithm 1. Methods used to calculate
the chain strength/weight are presented in Section 5.
While the original Roget’s Thesaurus-based algorithm by Morris and Hirst (1991) proposes five types
of thesaural relations to add a candidate word in a
chain, ChainerRoget only uses the first one, as is
explained in Algorithm 1. Moreover, while Jarmasz
and Szpakowicz (2003) use the 1987 Penguin’s Roget’s Thesaurus in their research, the ELKB package
uses the Roget’s Thesaurus from 1911 due to copyright restriction.
3.2 ChainerW N
ChainerW N is a non-greedy WordNet-based chaining algorithm proposed by Galley and McKeown
(2003). We reimplemented their method based on
an incomplete implementation in NLTK.1
The algorithm of ChainerW N is based on the assumption of one sense per discourse, and can be decomposed into three steps. Firstly, a “disambiguation graph” is built by adding the candidate nouns of
1

http://people.virginia.edu/˜ma5ke/
classes/files/cs65lexicalChain.pdf
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Algorithm 1 ChainerRoget
select a set of candidate nouns
for each candidate noun do
build all the possible chains, where each pair of
nouns in each chain are either the same word
or included in the same Head of Roget’s Thesaurus, and select the strongest chain for each
candidate noun.
end for
merge two chains if they contain at least one noun
in common

derived from words that co-occur with w. A dimensionality reduction technique is often used to
reduce the dimension of the vector. We build the
WORDSPACE model with SemanticVectors (Widdows and Ferraro, 2008), which is based on Random Projection dimensionality reduction (Bingham
and Mannila, 2001).
The underlying methodology of ChainerSV is
shown in Algorithm 2. This algorithm requires a
method to calculate the similarity between two tokens (i.e. words): simtt (x, y), which is done by
computing the cosine similarity of the two tokens’
semantic vectors. The similarity between a token ti
and a lexical chain cj is then calculated by:

the discourse one by one. Each node in the graph
represents a noun instance with all its senses, and
each weighted edge represents the semantic relation
between two senses of two nouns. The weight of
each edge is calculated based on the distances between nouns in the discourse. Secondly, word sense
disambiguation (WSD) is performed. In this step, a
score of every sense of each noun node is calculated
by summing the weight of all edges leaving that
sense. The sense of each noun node with the highest
score is considered as the right sense of this noun
in the discourse. Lastly, all the edges of the disambiguation graph connecting (assumed) wrong senses
of every noun node are removed, and the remaining edges linking noun nodes form the lexical chains
of the discourse. The semantic relations exploited
in this algorithm include hypernyms/hyponyms and
siblings (i.e. hyponyms of hypernyms).

simtc (ti , cj ) =

X 1
simtt (ti , tk )
l
t ∈c j
k

j

where lj represents the length of lexical chain cj .
The similarity between two chains ci and cj is then
computed by:
simcc (ci , cj ) =

X
tm ∈ci ,tn ∈cj

1
simtt (tm , tn )
li × lj

where li and lj are the lengths of ci and cj respectively.
As is shown in Algorithm 2, ChainerSV has two
parameters: the threshold for adding a token to a
chain, thresholda ; and the threshold for merging
two chains, thresholdm . A larger thresholda leads
to conservative chains where tokens in a chain are
strongly related, while a smaller thresholda results
in longer chains where the relationship between tokens in a chain may not be clear. Similarly, a larger
thresholdm is conservative and leads to less chain
merging, while a smaller thresholdm may create
longer but less meaningful chains. Our initial experiments show that the combination of thresholda =
0.1 and thresholdm = 0.05 often results in lexical chains with reasonable lengths and interpretations. Therefore, this parameter setting will be used
throughout all the experiments described in this paper.

3.3 ChainerSV
ChainerSV , as shown in Algorithm 2, is adapted
from Marathe and Hirst (2010)’s lexical chaining algorithm.
The main difference between
ChainerSV and the original algorithm is the
method used to calculate associations between
words. Marathe and Hirst (2010) use two different measures, including Lin (1998b)’s WordNetbased measure, and Mohammad and Hirst (2006)’s
distributional measures of concept distance framework. In ChainerSV , we use word vectors from
WORDSPACE (Schütze, 1998) models and apply
cosine similarity to compute the associations between words. WORDSPACE is a multi-dimensional
real-valued space, where words, contexts and senses
are represented as vectors. A vector for word w is

4

Task Description and Dataset

The main task performed in this research is to
recover inter-post links within forum threads, by
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Algorithm 2 ChainerSV
chains = empty
select a set of candidate tokens
for each candidate token ti do

above are chosen, which consist of 536,482 posts
spanning 114,139 threads. The reason for choosing only a subset of the whole dataset is to maintain
the same types of technical dialogues as the annotated posts. The texts (with stop words and punctuations removed) from the titles and bodies of the posts
are then extracted and fed into the SemanticVectors
package with default settings to obtain the semantic
vector for each word token.

max score = maxcj ∈chains (simtc (ti , cj ))
max chain = arg maxcj ∈chains (simtc (ti , cj ))

if chains = empty or max score <
thresholda then
create a new chain ck containing ti and add
ck to chains
else if more than one max chain then
merge chains if the two chains’ similarity is
larger than thresholdm , and add ti to the resultant chain or the first max chain
else
add ti to the max chain
end if
end for
return chains

5

Methodology

To the best of our knowledge, no previous research
has adopted lexical chaining to predict inter-post
links. The basic idea of our approach is to use lexical chains to measure the inter-post lexical cohesion (i.e. lexical similarity), and use these similarity
scores to reconstruct inter-post links. To measure the
lexical cohesion between two posts, the texts (with
stop words and punctuations removed) from the titles and bodies of the two posts are first combined.
Then, lexical chainers are applied over the combined
texts to extract lexical chains. Lastly, the following
weighting methods are used to calculate the lexical
similarity between the two posts:

analysing the lexical chains extracted from the posts.
In this, we assume that a post can only link to an earlier post (or a virtual root node). Following Wang
et al. (2011b), it is possible for there to be multiple
links from a given post, e.g. if a post both confirms
the validity of an answer and adds extra information
to the original question (as happens in Post4 in Figure 1).
The dataset we use is the CNET forum dataset of
Kim et al. (2010),2 which contains 1332 annotated
posts spanning 315 threads, collected from the Operating System, Software, Hardware and Web Development sub-forums of CNET.3 Each post is labelled
with one or more links (including the possibility of
null-links, where the post doesn’t link to any other
post), and each link is labelled with a dialogue act.
We only use the link part of the annotation in this
research. For the details of the dialogue act tagset,
see Kim et al. (2010).
We also obtain the original crawl of CNET forum collected by Kim et al. (2010), which contains
262,402 threads. To build a WORDSPACE model
for ChainerSV as is explained in Section 3, only
the threads from the four sub-forums mentioned

LCNum: the number of the lexical chains which
span the two posts.
LCLen: find the lexical chains which span the two
posts, and use the sum of tokens contained in
each as the similarity score.
LCStr: find the lexical chains which span the two
posts, and use the sum of each chain’s chain
strength as the similarity score. The chain
strength is calculated by using a formula suggested by Barzilay and Elhadad (1997):
Score(Chain) = Length × Homogeneity
where Length is the number of tokens in the
chain, and Homogeneity is 1− the number
of distinct token occurrences divided by the
Length.
LCBan: find the lexical chains which span the two
posts, and use the sum of each chain’s balance
score as the similarity score. The balance score

2

Available from http://www.csse.unimelb.edu.
au/research/lt/resources/conll2010-thread/
3
http://forums.cnet.com/
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is calculated by using the following formula:

n1 /n2 n1 < n2
Score(Chain) =
n2 /n1 else
where n1 is the number of tokens from the
chain belonging to the first post, and n2 is the
number of tokens from the chain belonging to
the second post.

Classifier

Weighting

Pµ

Rµ

Fµ

Heuristic
ChainerRoget

—
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan

.810
.755
.737
.802
.723
.685
.676
.718
.683
.648
.630
.627
.645

.772
.720
.703
.764
.689
.644
.651
.685
.651
.618
.601
.598
.615

.791
.737
.720
.783
.706
.660
.667
.701
.667
.632
.615
.612
.630

ChainerW N

ChainerSV

6 Assumptions, Experiments and Analysis
The experiment results are evaluated using microaveraged Precision (Pµ ), Recall (Rµ ) and F-score
(Fµ : β = 1), with Fµ as the main evaluation metric. The statistical significance is tested using randomised estimation (Yeh, 2000) with p < 0.05.
As our baseline for the unsupervised task, an informed heuristic (Heuristic) is used, where all first
posts are labelled with link 0 (i.e. link to a virtual
root) and all other posts are labelled with link 1 (i.e.
link to the immediately preceding post).
As is explained in Section 4, it is possible for there
to be multiple links from a given post. Because these
kinds of posts, which only account for less than 5%
of the total posts, are sparse in the dataset, we only
consider recovering one link per post in our experiments. However, our evaluation still considers all
links (meaning that it is not possible for our methods to achieve an F-score of 1.0).
6.1

Table 1: Results from the Assumption 1 based unsupervised approach, by using three lexical chaining algorithms with four different weighting schemes.

not always correct —i.e. similar posts are not always
linked together. For example, an answer post later
in a thread might be linked back to the first question
post but be more similar to preceding answer posts,
to which it is not linked, simply because they are
all answers to the same question. The initial experiments show that more careful analysis is needed to
use inter-post lexical similarity to reconstruct interpost linking.
6.2

Post 3 Analysis

Because Post 1 and Post 2 are always labelled with
link 0 and 1 respectively, our analysis starts from
Post 3 of each thread. Based on the analysis, the
second assumption is made:

Initial Assumption and Experiments

We observe that in web user forum threads, if a post
replies to a preceding post, the two posts are usually
semantically related and lexically similar. Based on
this observation, we make the following assumption:

Assumption 2. If the Post 3 vs. Post 1 lexical similarity is larger than Post the 2 vs. Post 1 lexical similarity, then Post 3 is more likely to be linked back to
Post 1.

Assumption 1. A post should be similar to the preceding post it is linked to.

Assumption 2 leads to an unsupervised approach
which combines the three lexical chaining algorithms introduced in Section 3 with the four weighting schemes explained in Section 5 to measure Post
3 vs. Post 1 similarity and Post 2 vs. Post 1 similarity. If the former is larger, Post 3 is linked back to
Post 1, otherwise Post 3 is linked back to Post 2. As
for the other posts, the link labels are the same as the
ones from the Heuristic baseline. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.
From the results in Table 2 we can see that
ChainerSV is the only lexical chaining algorithm

This assumption leads to our first unsupervised
model, which compares each post (except for the
first and second) in a given thread with all its preceding posts one by one, by firstly identifying the
lexical chains using the lexical chainers described in
Section 3 and then calculating the inter-post lexical
similarity using the methods explained in Section 5.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1.
From Table 1 we can see that no results surpass
the Heuristic baseline. Further investigation reveals that while Assumption 1 is reasonable, it is
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Classifier

Weighting

Pµ

Rµ

Fµ

Classifier

Weighting

Pµ

Rµ

Fµ

Heuristic
ChainerRoget

—
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan

.810
.811
.811
.810
.813
.806
.806
.806
.809
.813
.813
.816
.818

.772
.773
.773
.772
.775
.768
.769
.769
.771
.775
.775
.778
.780

.791
.791
.791
.791
.794
.786
.787
.787
.789
.794
.794
.797
.799

Heuristic
Heuristicuser
ChainerSV

—
—
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan

.810
.839
.832
.832
.831
.836

.772
.800
.793
.793
.793
.797

.791
.819
.812
.812
.812
.816

ChainerW N

ChainerSV

Table 3: Results from the Assumption 3 based unsupervised approach, by using ChainerSV with different
weighting schemes

tion 2 derive promising results, further analysis is
conducted to enforce this assumption. We notice
that the posts from the initiator of a thread are often
outliers compared to other posts — i.e. these posts
are similar to the first post because they are from the
same author, but at the same time an initiator rarely
replies to his/her own posts. This observation leads
to a stricter assumption:

Table 2: Results from the Assumption 2 based unsupervised approach, by using three lexical chaining algorithms with four different weighting schemes.

that leads to results which are better than the
Heuristic baseline. Analysis over the lexical
chains generated by the three lexical chainers shows
that both ChainerRoget and ChainerW N extract
very few chains, most of which contain only repetitions of a same word. This is probably because
these two lexical chainers only consider nouns,
and therefore have limited input tokens. Especially for ChainerRoget which uses an old dictionary (1911 edition) that does not contain modern technical terms, such as Windows, OSX and
PC. While ChainerW N uses WordNet which has
a larger and more modern vocabulary, the chainer
considers very limited semantic relations (i.e. hypernyms, hyponyms and hyponyms of hypernyms).
Moreover, the texts in forum posts are usually relatively short and informal, and contain typos and nonstandard acronyms. These factors make it very difficult for ChainerRoget and ChainerW N to extract
lexical chains. As for ChainerSV , because all the
words (except for stop words) are considered as candidate words, and relations between words are flexible according to the thresholds (i.e. thresholda and
thresholdm ), relatively abundant lexical chains are
generated. While some of the chains clearly capture
lexical cohesion among words, some of the chains
are hard to interpret. Nevertheless, the results from
ChainerSV are encouraging for the unsupervised
approach, and therefore further investigation is conducted using only ChainerSV .
Because the experiments based on the Assump-

Assumption 3. If Post 3 vs. Post 1 lexical similarity
is larger than Post 2 vs. Post 1 lexical similarity and
Post 3 is not posted by the initiator of the thread,
then Post 3 is more likely to be linked back to Post 1.
Based on Assumption 3, experiments are carried out using ChainerSV with different weighting schemes. We also introduce a stronger baseline (Heuristicuser ) based on Assumption 3, where
Post 3 is linked to Post 1 if these two posts are from
different users and all the other posts are linked as
Heuristic. The experimental results are shown in
Table 3.
From Table 3 we can see that while all the results from ChainerSV are significantly better than
the result from the Heuristic baseline, with the
LCBan weighting leading to the best Fµ of 0.816,
these results are not significantly different from the
Heuristicuser baseline. It is clear that the improvements attribute to the user constraint introduced in
Assumption 3. This observation matches up with
the results of supervised classification from Wang et
al. (2011b), where the benefits brought by text similarity based features (i.e. TitSim and PostSim) are
covered by more effective user information based
features (i.e. UserProf).
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Feature

Weighting

Pµ

Rµ

Fµ

Heuristic
Heuristicuser
NoLC
WithLC

—
—
—
LCNum
LCLen
LCStr
LCBan

.810
.839
.898
.901
.902
.899
.905

.772
.800
.883
.886
.887
.884
.890

.791
.819
.891
.894
.894
.891
.897

data, by generalising Assumption 3 to Post N for
N ≥ 3. However, no significant improvements were
achieved over an informed baseline with our unsupervised approach. This is probably because the situation for later posts (after Post 3) is more complicated, as more linking options are possible. Relaxing the assumptions entirely also led to disappointing results. What appears to be needed is a more
sophisticated set of constraints, to generalise the assumptions made for Post 3 to all the posts. We leave
this for future work.

Table 4: Supervised linking classification by applying
CRF SGD over features from Wang et al. (2011b) without (NoLC) and with (WithLC) features extracted from
lexical chains, created by ChainerSV with different
weighting schemes

7
6.3 Lexical Chaining for Supervised Learning

Conclusion

Web user forums are a valuable information source
for users to resolve specific information needs.
However, the complex structure of forum threads
poses a challenge for users trying to extract relevant
information. While the linking structure of forum
threads has the potential to improve information access, these inter-post links are not always available.
In this research, we explore unsupervised approaches for thread linking structure recovery, by
automatically analysing the lexical cohesion between posts.
Lexical cohesion between posts
is measured using lexical chaining, a technique
to extract lists of related word tokens from a
given discourse. Most lexical chaining algorithms
use domain-independent thesauri and only consider
nouns. In the domain of web user forums, where
the texts of posts can be very short and contain various typos and special terms, these conventional lexical chaining algorithms often struggle to find proper
lexical chains. To address this problem, we proposed
the use of statistical associations between words,
which are captured by the WORDSPACE model,
to construct lexical chains. Our preliminary experiments derive results which are better than an informed baseline.
In future work, we want to explore methods which
can be used to recover all the inter-post links. First,
we plan to conduct more detailed analysis over interpost lexical cohesion, and its relationship with interpost links. Second, we want to investigate human
linking behaviour in web user forums, hoping to find
significant linking patterns. Furthermore, we want
to investigate more methods and resources for constructing lexical chains, e.g. Cramer et al. (2012).

It is interesting to see whether our unsupervised approach can contribute to the supervised methods by
providing additional features. To test this idea, we
add a lexical chaining based feature to the classifier
of Wang et al. (2011b) based on Assumption 3. The
feature value for each post is calculated using the
following formula:
(
sim(post3,post1)
sim(post2,post1) P ost3
f eature =
0
N onP ost3
where sim is calculated using ChainerSV with different weighting methods.
The experimental results are shown in Table 4.
From the results we can see that, by adding the additional feature extracted from lexical chains, the
results improve slightly. The feature from the
ChainerSV with LCBan weighting leads to the best
Fµ of 0.897. These improvements are statistically
insignificant, possibly because the information introduced by the lexical chaining feature is already
captured by existing features. It is also possible that
better feature representations are needed for the lexical chains.
These results are preliminary but nonetheless suggest the potential of utilising lexical chaining in the
domain of web user forums.
6.4 Experiments over All the Posts
To date, all experiments have been based on just the
first three posts in a thread, where the majority of
our threads contain more than just three posts. We
carried out preliminary experiments over full thread
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On top of exploring these potential approaches, it is
worth considering stronger baseline methods such as
using cosine similarity to measure inter-post similarity.
The ChainerSV , as described in Section 4, is
built on a WORDSPACE model learnt over a subset of four domains. It is also worth comparing with
a more general WORDSPACE model learnt over the
whole dataset.
As for supervised learning, it would be interesting to conduct experiments out of domain (i.e. train
the model over threads from one forum, and classify threads from another forum), and compare with
the unsupervised approaches. We also hope to investigate more effective ways of extracting features
from the created lexical chains to improve supervised learning.
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